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From Pulsar to PCB 
 

Tools Needed: 
1. A computer with your design ready to print. I used Eagle on my Windows 7 machine. 

2.  A PCB of course 

3. Pulsar Toner Transfer Paper (Great Stuff – I get from http://www.dipmicro.com ) 

4. A Iron or Laminator ( I have a laminator I got from eBay which is also sold on dipmicro) 

5. Some etching solution I use a custom one (2 Parts Peroxide, 1 Part Muriatic Acid) both can be 

bought from hardware store. 

6. Water and Gloves!!! 

The How: 
Ok the first step is you need to cut to size a piece of Pulsar Paper and tape it to normal printer paper to 

print onto it this way you save paper . Of course do a normal print first so you know where to place the 

Pulsar on the normal sheet. Next you print on it. Below is my design. A SOIC8 to DIP. 

 

 

http://www.dipmicro.com/
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The How: (Continued) 
Ok no w that you have it printed you should have a nice clean PCB waiting for you. All you have to do 

right now is tape that sucker on. In a nice and neat way like the below image. Leave some space around 

the paper. If you don’t your transfer has about a 30% pass rate.  

 

Go prepare a small container of cold water. If I was you I would throw a small chip of ice in it to keep it 

cool. This will be used to chill the board after the iron or laminator. And removing of paper. 
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The How: (Continued) 
Ok now turn on your IRON or LAMINATOR. I’m using a Laminator. If using a Iron be sure to press firmly 

but not too much as you can smudge the toner. Also be sure to apply even pressure along entire paper. 

Hence why I use a laminator. I’m a heavy handed guy with no hand skills. 

With my laminator I just pass it through 5 times. About 10-20 seconds for each pass. So about 1 minute 

to 2 minutes max on this.  When I pass it though each time I change orientation of PCB so it will get 

every angle smooth.  

Once done place the PCB in the container of water and wait for paper to lift.  

 

Once you see it lifting remove it and remove tape and paper very carefully.If done properly you will end 

up with something like the below image. 
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The How: (Continued) 
Now trim that PCB carefully any way you wish. Trimming it will save you time during the etching process. 

 

Ok now to the etching. Do this with gloves and tons of water near by incase you burn yourself heh. I mix 

first !!! I mean this !! FIRST THING to do is mix 2 parts PEROXIDE into a plastic container. Then mix in 1 

part Muriatic Acid into that same container. Quickly closing the top on it and washing the measure cup 

with COLD WATER!  

Now here is how mines look (CLEAR OIL TYPE LOOK). 
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The How: (Continued) 
Now just dip the PCB into the mixture and let it sit for about 1 minute then start moving it around by 

shifting the container back and forth. This will agitate the solution and let it run faster and more 

thoroughly.  You will notice the liquid to turning green. This is normal that just the copper waste from 

the acid. Here are some pictures of that process. 
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The How: (Continued) 
Once you see the below move it under cold running water until its completely diluted. Then you can 

remove it. 

 

You new PCB is now about 90% complete. Just drill the holes and solder the parts on and your done! 
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Final PCB: 
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Final PCB: (Continued) 
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Final PCB: (Continued) 

 
 

Thanks to all who helped me and I hope this can help many others out there. Got an idea leave me a 

email at AtomSoft@gmail.com or visit my site and comment http://atomsoft.wordpress.com 
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